The invisible life of Addie LaRue
by Victoria Schwab
This stunning new collectors edition chronicles the extraordinary life
of Addie LaRue, who, in a moment of desperation, makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever, and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she
meets, until 300 years pass, and a young man remembers her name.

A gentleman in Moscow
by Amor Towles
Deemed unrepentant by a Bolshevik tribunal in 1922, Count
Alexander Rostov is sentenced to house arrest in a hotel across the
street from the Kremlin, where he lives in an attic room while some of
the most tumultuous decades in Russian history unfold.

Crosstalk
by Connie Willis
Briddey Flannigan undergoes a simple outpatient procedure that
enables romantic partners to increase empathy, in hopes of
becoming closer to her fiancé, only to find she is hearing the
thoughts of someone else.

Back in the burbs
by Tracy Wolff
After a messy divorce, a young woman loses her job and her New
York apartment and is forced to move to a house left to her by her
great-aunt, hoping she can survive an unlikely life in the suburbs next
door to an attractive but grumpy neighbor.
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Anxious people

The soulmate equation

by Fredrik Backman

by Christina Lauren

Taken hostage by a failed bank robber while attending an open
house, eight anxiety-prone strangers--including a redemption-seeking
bank director, two couples who would fix their marriages, and a
plucky octogenarian--discover their unexpected common traits.

Perfect for fans of The Rosie Project and One Plus One, this
entertaining novel follows single mom and data and statistics wizard
Jess Davis as she, using a revolutionary new scientific dating app, is
matched with the apps arrogant creator who is not what he seems.

Red rising

Bailey's Cafe

by Pierce Brown

by Gloria Naylor

A tale set in a bleak future society torn by class divisions follows the
experiences of secret revolutionary Darrow, who after witnessing his
wife's execution by an oppressive government joins a revolutionary
cell and attempts to infiltrate an elite military academy.

Moving with the rhythm and grace of the blues, the evocative and
poignant stories of the wounded and exiled denizens of a 1940s diner
capture the pathos, power, and humor of the human spirit.

Nomadland : surviving America in the twentyfirst century

How sweet it is

by Jessica Bruder

Event planner Kate Sweet is used to creating perfect weddings but
reluctantly agrees to take on a book launch extravaganza for bestselling horror writer Drake Matthews, who turns out to be drop-dead
gorgeous.

The author chronicles her time embedded in a pool of transient older
Americans who have taken to the road in late-model RVs, travel
trailers, and vans, forming a growing community of nomads, migrant
laborers who call themselves "workampers."

Dead souls
by Nikolaĭ Vasil'evich Gogol'
Chichikov, an amusing and often confused schemer, buys deceased
serfs' names from landholders' poll tax lists hoping to mortgage them
for profit.

The midnight library
by Matt Haig
Nora Seed finds herself faced with the possibility of changing her life
for a new one, following a different career, undoing old breakups, or
realizing her dreams of becoming a glaciologist, she must search
within herself as she travels through the Midnight Library to decide
what is truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it worth living in the first
place.

by Dylan Newton

The library book
by Susan Orlean
Reopens the unsolved mystery of the most catastrophic library fire in
American history, the 1986 Los Angeles Public Library fire, while
exploring the crucial role that libraries play in modern American
culture.

Darkness : a thriller
by Karen Robards
A brilliant ornithologist finds herself trapped on remote Attu Island in
Alaska with a handsome stranger, fighting for her life.

